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Magen H Gallery is a gallery specializing in mid-
century & Post War French design in New York 
City. The gallery has pioneered revolutionary and 
significant designs in sculpture, decorative arts, 
architecture, and ceramics since 1997.With special 
emphasis given to French post-war designers,  
the collection progresses the artistic dialogue 
between these historically significant works and 
contemporaries who visually articulate a personal 
philosophy. These pieces reveal the compelling 
tension between the organic spirit of the material 
and the artists' mastery over the medium. From its 
inception, the collection of works has been built on 
the founding premise that art and design are allied 
and interdependent. 

Exhibiting works in craft mediums (clay, metal, wood, 
silicon and aluminum), the gallery seeks objects 
that transcend form and function. By synthesizing 
modern and mid-century designers, Magen H. Gallery 
continues to redefine the decorative arts market with 
innovative and significant design.

Booth Highlights

Magen H Gallery will present a selection of pieces by 
prominent French craftsman Pierre Chapo, including 
two iconic pieces of his production, the B17 bookshelf 
and the T35 dining table. Exhibited for the first time 
at the Salon des Arts Ménagers in 1967, the B17 
bookshelf presents a unique support system fitting 
into the upright, meaning the shelf can be solidly 
fixed under its support. In the balance between 
gravity and the forces at play, the more weight goes 
on the shelf, the better its components slot into the 
upright. The T35 table epitomizes the eternal research 
for unique joinery and balance that Chapo conducted 
during his career. Indeed, with its “converging-lines” 
legs, the T35 table brought new forms to his designs.

Gallery Founder & Owner

Formerly a principal dancer with Dance Theater of 
Harlem, French born Hugues Magen is the owner 
of world renowned Magen H Gallery in New York 
City specializing in French post war design. He is 
recognized as one of the leading experts in the 
field, whose distinct approach and experience 
has generated global markets for today’s notable 
designers. 
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Magen H ႇच࡙࠲ᇨขڎᗃՐᓨӖᄕ۠࠷eฉ (Pierre 
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˺ "B17 COURTE" Bookshelf  
ᄕ۠࠷eಊฉ�Pierre Chapo 
ഒಞ Elm 
183 x 183 x 35 cm
( 72.05 x 72.05 x 13.78 in )
c. 1967
  :ᒱ៙ Courtesyྟڏ
Magen H Gallery

ᯀಸ "T35D" Dining Table
ᄕ۠࠷eಊฉ�Pierre Chapo 
ഒಞ�Elm 
73 x 226 x 113 cm
( 28.74 x 88.98 x 44.49 in )
c. 1970
  :ᒱ៙ Courtesyྟڏ
Magen H Gallery


